
An interesting phenomenon took place in 
the last decade of the second millennium. 
In developing countries of the world, espe-
cially America, advances in so many fields 
were happening at such a rapid pace that 
people began to get very anxious about the 
future. Take life expectancy, for example. 
A baby born in 1850 in America had a life  
expectancy of only 38 years. By 1900, it had 
climbed to 48 years; by 1950, to 66 years; 
by 1980, to 71 years; and by the end of the 
millennium, to more than 76 years—twice 
that of 150 years earlier! Today (as of 2020), 
the life expectancy has climbed to nearly 79. 
Advances in medical technology are keeping 
people alive longer—sometimes longer than 
they might prefer.

As technology advanced rapidly, people’s 
sense of security and optimism about the 
future did not keep pace. Alleged threats 
have ranged from biological terrorism, 
overpopulation, and climate change/global 
warming to moral anarchy, the breakdown 
of the family, and, most recently, the corona-
virus pandemic. All of these “developments” 
have caused many people to wonder if living 
longer and longer in an increasingly insecure 
world is really such a wise and desirable 
thing. Those of retiring age and older—
an increasing segment of the American 
population—express a particular sense of 
anxiety about who will be there to take care 
of them in the twilight of their years.

Perhaps every generation thinks its 
immediate future is the most perilous in 
history. The generation to which the apostle 
Peter wrote certainly had anxieties of its 
own about the future. Why else would he 
have given them the counsel he did: “Cast 
all your anxiety on [God] because he cares 
for you” (1 Peter 5:7 NIV)? 

No one can predict the future. There is only 
one way to have peace and security about 
tomorrow and what it may bring, and that is 
to rest in the One who knows the beginning 
from the ending of history. 

Trusting in God for the future does not mean 
that life will always be problem-free, but it 
does mean that, from God’s perspective, 
our future is in His hands. That fact alone 
is enough for the believer to live anxiety-
free, day by day. With God in control of the 
past, present, and future, we have no need 
to worry.

GOD’S PROMISE: 
He can see all your tomorrows,  
and each one is under His care.
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WORRY-FREE LIVING

THE PROMISES OF GOD

“Cast all your anxiety on him because he cares for you.” (1 Peter 5:7 NIV)

Lord, You are the source of true peace. In this fallen world, there is so much alienation 
through hostility, enmity, strife, anger, unforgiveness, impatience, selfishness, envy, 
slander, and malice. And this lack of peace in relationships spreads like a virus to larger 
social arenas. It produces a world in which there is little real peace. Without You, I 
would have no hope of a solution, because this lack of peace with ourselves and others 
stems from a lack of peace with You. But You have opened the way to reconciliation 
by bringing peace through the death of Your Son. You did what we could never hope 
to do by opening up the way of access and acceptance before You. I thank and praise 
You for Your boundless love, mercy, and forgiveness that have transformed me from a 
condemned criminal to Your beloved child.

A teaching letter encouraging believers to develop a clear mind and a warm heart
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PEACE WITH GOD

RELEASING OCTOBER 6!
(FROM ZONDERVAN)

Conformed to His Image, Revised Edition  
Conformed to His Image Study Guide
Conformed to His Image Video Study

PREORDER ALL 3 NEW 
PRODUCTS FOR $99

AND RECEIVE 3 FREE BOOKS
(a total value of $195!)

Preorder by October 5 for this special deal.

• Only want 1 or 2 of the new resources? All preorders 
will receive a free resource and special pricing.

• We honor Amazon.com purchases. Send a copy of 
your receipt to orders@kenboa.org and we’ll send you 
your free gift(s)!

• Also available: premium edition of Conformed to His 
Image, Revised Edition (genuine leather with clamshell, 
rather than hardback).
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INVESTING IN THE ETERNAL

Biblically speaking, there are two things on 
this planet that are going to endure: people 
and the Word of God. If we take God’s eternal 
Word and invest it in eternal people, then 
we’re leveraging the temporal for eternity. 
We’re actually sending something ahead of 
us into eternity. It’s not what we leave behind 
that’s important; it’s what we send ahead.

Our little piles of goods will fall into someone 
else’s hands after we’re gone. Someone else 
will take our possessions and our positions. 
The world will go on without us, and we will 
be quickly forgotten. This might be a major 
cause of depression if it weren’t for the fact 
that God calls us to place our hope on that 
which lasts, and to invest in that which will 
endure. It’s not enough to have purpose and 
passion; we need to be passionate about the 
right things. We must come to view this 
world from eternity’s perspective. 

With this perspective, we will place more 
value in people than in possessions. Rather 
than using people to gain possessions, we 
will use our possessions to gain people. The 
marketplace becomes an arena in which we 
can accomplish things that will last forever. 
Our associations become areas of influence 
where we can alter a person’s eternal trajectory. 
There is no secular part of life. When we view 
others the way God views them, every place 
becomes holy ground, a place where God is 
working in us and through us to accomplish 
His universal purpose of bringing about the 

abundant life of Christ in men and women. 
We become people who minister to others by 
manifesting eternal values and by loving and 
serving people with eternal things in mind.

Relationships are the currency of heaven. 
Being rightly related to God and rightly 
related to others—this is true righteousness. 
God, who loved us first, makes it possible for 
us to love Him. Loving Him makes it possible 
for us to love others and dwell in a community 
of believers, united in our love for Christ and 
one another.

DISCOVERING YOUR  
UNIQUE PURPOSE

What is your purpose for being on this 
planet? If you have not developed a purpose 
statement for your life, ask God to guide you 
in the process of creating one that fits with 
your passion and gifts. 

A biblical purpose is an unchanging reason for 
being. Your purpose statement must include 
something of the transcendent. Don’t settle 
for a purpose that only includes excellence 
in the temporal arena. This is something that 
will animate you whether you’re young or old, 
single or married, have children or not. This 
is not something that ends in retirement or 
changes according to circumstances or seasons 
of life. Put this purpose in a transcendent 
context by adding a spiritual dimension to 
why you’re doing what you’re doing. Then you 
can be sure you’re embracing the things that 
are worth embracing.

While Scripture provides us 
only glimpses of God’s ultimate purposes in 
creating the cosmos, the Word of God does 
reveal His universal purpose for believers. In 
short, this purpose is to know Christ and to 
make Him known. God does not want anyone 
to perish, but desires for everyone to come 
to repentance and enter into a relationship 
with Him through the new birth in Christ 
(2 Peter 3:9). Once a person is born again 
as a child of God, God wants that person 
to grow in Christ and be “conformed to the 
likeness of his Son” (Romans 8:29). Thus, 
God’s purpose for each of us is edification 
(spiritual growth) and evangelism (spiritual 
reproduction).

God also has a unique purpose for each 
of us, and this relates to our distinctive 
temperaments, abilities, experiences, spiritual 
gifts, educational training, and spheres of 
influence. Why do you get out of bed in 
the morning? What is your life purpose? 
Few people can articulate a clear purpose 
statement for their lives. It is ironic that 
people tend to put more effort into planning 
a two-week vacation than they do in thinking 
about the destiny of their earthly journey. In 

Paul’s second letter to the church at Corinth 
we find more of an eternal perspective on this 
temporal journey:

Therefore we do not lose heart, but 
though our outer man is decaying, yet 
our inner man is being renewed day by 
day. For momentary, light affliction is 
producing for us an eternal weight of 
glory far beyond all comparison, while 
we look not at the things which are seen, 
but at the things which are not seen; for 
the things which are seen are temporal, 
but the things which are not seen are 
eternal. (2 Corinthians 4:16–18 NASB)

This passage provides the context for God’s 
unique purposes for our lives, and reminds us 
to develop an eternal perspective so that we 
will have a passion to give our lives in exchange 
for the things that God tells us will endure. 

PURPOSE & PASSION, PART 4

THREE DIMENSIONS OF 
GOD’S PURPOSE FOR US
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It’s not what we  
leave behind that’s important;  

it’s what we send ahead.

“

RECENT PENSÉES 
(thoughts)By Ken Boa

This unexpected and unprecedented 
situation in which we find ourselves 

can be leveraged for our good. Having 
come to know the transcendent and 
immanent source of all things true, 
good, and beautiful, we can now 

choose the way of interior reflection, 
repose, restoration, renewal, and rest. 
Without shabbat, there is no shalom.

Our joy must not depend on  
an earthly outcome, but it must 

depend on the eternal outcome— 
we must never condition our joy 
through the lens of the temporal.

Getting old isn’t an option; getting 
wise is. Anything worth pursuing will 
always be costly, but a realistic cost/
benefit analysis reveals that we will 

only flourish by paying the dreadful 
price tag to gain wisdom.

It is when the externals are stripped 
away that we are graced with a Spirit-
led appetite to embrace the eternals. 

We are called to live 

with  ETERNAL  IMPACT 

in a  TEMPORAL  ARENA.
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